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e-spool mini 
- The igus cable drum without slip ring – 2m extrac tion 
 

 

 
 

Standard programme and technical data 
 
The min-e-spool is a compact spring-mounted cable drum where different cable types are guided in 
one linear chain.  
Instead of a slip ring for the transmission of the circular movement all cables are guided in one piece 
through a twisterband TB12.23.09 in the linear chain 045.30.028.0.  
 
The twisterband TB12 defines the minimum bending radius of the cables. The cables in the e-spool 
system must not have a bigger bending radius than 24 – 35mm, depending on the laying in the 
twisterband. 
 
The min-e-spool is retracted and reeled by spring force. This spring is firmly attached and cannot be 
changed like in the bigger systems.  
 
The e-spool is only suitable for inside use . At temperatures below zero the twisterband gets brittle. 
 
Cables in the linear chain can only lie side by side!  Not one above the other! 
 
 
Example article number 
 
 
Here is an example to show how the article number is structured: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
USPs: 

- No slip ring 
- Different media (electricity, air, liquids) can be 

guided in one system 
- Energy supply in all directions 
- Simple exchange und extension of filling 
- Space-saving and almost „invisible“ 

 
 
Possible application areas: 
 

- Small circular movements 
- Extractions of all kind – linear or „around the 

corner“ 

SP1.240.2000.01.R.0 

 
 

e-spool with 1 twisterband 
 

drum diametre in mm 
 

Maximum extraction length 
 

Version 01 
 

Right system 
 

Colour code (black) 
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Speeds 
 
Max. speed s 1m/s 
Max. acceleration a 2m/s² 
Max. lateral speed 1m/s 
Max. lateral acceleration 1m/s² (radial) 

0,25m/s² (achsial) 
 
 
Interior separation and cable lengths 
 
The suggestion is an interior separation in every fifth chain link of the linear chain and every fourth link 
of the twisterband. Due to the high relative moments of the cables in the e-spool all cables should lie 
next to each other – no cable above the other.  
 
System SP1.240.2000.01.R.0 
Cable length ca. 4000mm 
Linear chain 045.30.028.0 
Twisterband TB12.23.9.6.0 
Number of chain links 045 170 
Number of frames TB12 57 
Max. cable diametre 7mm 
Max. cable radius 24-35mm 
Dimensions W-D-H 237,5 - 240-245 
 
 
Filling rules 
 
Due to the special mechanical load in an e-spool we recommend using igus® chainflex® cables. 
Additionaly we suggest to follow the following filling rules: 
 

1. In case of unshielded, cables with TPE outer jacket should be used. 

2. Shielded cables should be part of the CFROBOT family.  

3. All cables should have an outer diametre of ≤ 7mm. 

4. A maximum bending radius of 24mm in the inner radius and 35mm in the outer radius should 
be adhered to.  

5. If possible protect the cables with separators against wear and overlapping. To save space, 
assemble the separators alternatingly. Repeat the separator arrangement every four 
segments. 
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6. Insert cables sorted by diametre and/or bending radius. Thin and 

small cables inward – then increasingly bigger ones outward. 

 

 

 
7.  Apply strain relief on both ends of cables. 

Ensure that the knot of the cable tie does not 
point towards the energy chain®   

 

 

 

 

 

8. Always insert the cables in the TwisterBand closer to the 
rotation axis with space to the outside 

 

 
9. Always insert the cables in the TwisterBand with a little space 

to the rotation axis. 

 

 
 
 


